
Wide Compatibility 

Support Cameras, iOS, Android Phones, Tablets or Computer Connection

Four cables for users to choose from according to the required device:

TRS to TRS ( For Cameras )

TRS to TRSS ( For devices with a 3.5mm port ) 

Optional TRS to USB-C ( For Android/iPads )

Optional TRS to lightning Cable( For iPhones )

Note: Hollyland original patch cables are recommended to avoid compatibility issues or failure.

Ultra-Mini Charge & Store Two-in-One Design

The M1 is truly compact weighing in at only 0.4 oz (11.8g) and a mere 0.4" (<1cm) in thickness. This compact mic

is light enough to snap on virtually anyone's collar.  The charging case is designed for both charging & storing of

two transmitters and the receiver for optimum use duration and portability.

    TX: Up to 8 hours of recording time with a full charge      

    RX: Up to 8 hours of working time with a full charge

    Continuous recording time: Up to 20 hours      

    Full charge time - Charging Case, RX, and TXs: 1.5 hours via USB-C

Note: Each TX, RX, and charging case unit has a USB-C port for direct charging.

Powerful Self-Adaptability for Professional Results

The M1 features a powerful self-adaptive audio processing algorithm that manages and simplifies

its operation for easily achieving professional results every time. Ready to use directly from the

charging case, its intelligent device identification auto-adjusts mobile and camera volume settings,

with no need for tedious manual settings. 

Note: Advanced settings do allow manual pairing and mode switching functions

Simple and Sleek,Clip It the Way You Like

The M1's curved edge ergonomics and matte UV-painted surface make it comfortable to wear and its acoustic

performance is optimized by a sleek metal mesh textured skin.

HiFi Sound Quality, Rich Audio Details

Adopting LC3 Codec technology, Lark M1 has an enhanced sampling rate of up to 48kHz/16bit,

so its omnidirectional mic is able to record vocal range sounds with incredibly rich details.

One-click HearClear Noise Cancellation

Hollyland's innovative HearClear Smart Noise Cancellation technology takes only one click to turn

on. Its cutting-edge DSP, and revolutionary noise cancellation algorithm deliver high-performance

recording quality in virtually any recording environment. You can count on its advanced HearClear

feature that filters out surrounding ambient noise for clear voice recordings. By turning this feature

off,  it provides a richer audio ambience for a real-life effect.
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650ft(200m) Long Wireless Distance

Easily achieve a professional uninterrupted recording result with the M1's interference-free open space distances

of up to 200m (LOS - lab test results) and its exclusive auto frequency hopping technology.

Item Parameter

100db SPLMaximum SPL

Transmission Range 40M (free movement), 650ft (200m)

Battery Type

Wireless Transmission 2.4GHz Adaptive Frequency Hopping (AFH)

Polar Pattern: Omni-Directional ;  Built-In Microphone Frequency Range: 20Hz~20KHz

86dBInput Dynamic Range

Runtime

Dimensions (HxWxD)

Weight

Charging Time

TX: 11.8g (0.4oz) ; RX: 17.5g (0.62oz) ; Charging Case: 80g (2.8oz)

TX: 48x21.5x10 mm(1.9“x0.85“x0.4“) ; 
RX: 48.3x27.6x11mm(1.9“x1.09“x0.43“) ;
Charging case: 83x60x30 mm(3.3“x2.36“x1.1“)  

Charging case: 1.5HTX: 1.5H ;    RX: 1.5H ; 

Charging case: 1400mAh(5.18Wh)TX: 140mAh(0.518Wh) ;    RX: 200mAh(0.76Wh) ; 

Charging case: Maximum 2 times charging for 2 TX and 1 RXTX: 8H ;    RX: 8H ; 
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What’s in the box? What’s in the box?

1TX, 1RX

LARK M1 Solo

1TX, 1RX & Charging Case

LARK M1 Duo


